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INTRODUCTI ON
The purpose of this thesis is to follow the development of the asymptotic se ries from t he be ginning made
by Euler, in his solution of problems , to t he modern appli cations of asymptotic series. Also to present a defi nition and an a nalysis of asymptotic series, explain
some different theories of their u se , and show the ways
in which they find common usage.
The use of asymptotic series is a comparative new
development in the field of applied mathematics . The
divergent series were not used as a me thod of cal cul a tion
until Eul er showed tha t they gave close app rox i mat ions
in the solution of p roblems.
The study is of intere s t because of the number of
applied u se s we have for asymptotic series . These applications are u sed in many fi elds of scientific re search.
The ways in which an asymptotic se ries solution may be
derive d for a probl em are fascina ting be cau s e of the
ingenuity by whi ch they a r e se t up .
The material wa s taken fr om works on the theory
and the applied use of asymptotic series, and from
correspondence with the Engineering Depart ment of the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York .
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CHAPTE R I
Hi story of Asymptotic Se ries
Be fore the time of Euler (1707 - 1783), there had been
little done with the divergent series as a method of
approximation. However, there had been some use of se ries
i n the approcimation of different mathematical relations .
It was i n the computation of" by Vieta that an infinite
series product was used in 1593. During the seventeenth
century James Gregory had used series computation for
t he t an x, se c x, and arc tan x . Greg ory also receives
the cre di t of ha ving originated the idea of expressing
a logarithm by means of a series . The antitrigonometric
se ries for arc sin x had been given by Newton in 1669 . 1
Euler, by h i s labors, did more than anyone else up
to his time to g ive to analysis its generality and symmetry. Gene r a lity and symmetry are the qualities recognized
as belonging to modern analysis . He worked out the theory
of t he rotation of a body around a fixed point , establishe d the genera l equ ation of motion of a free body, and the
general equation of hydrodynamics. The writer is most
1. Smith, History of Mathematics, Volume II , p . 506-513 .
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interested in the approximate solutions that Euler used.
He used the approximate solution on the "problem of three
bodies" and by using the method of approximation was one
of the first to solve with sucess the theory of the
moon's motion. The subject of infinite series received new
life under him. Through his researches on series we owe
the t he ory of definite integrals by the development of
the Eulerian integrals. He warned his readers against the
use of divergent seri es but was careless himself , probably
due to the fact non convergent series of various types
give close approximations. He was one of the first to use
the asymptotic series in the solution of problems.

1

In the early part of the nineteenth century divergent series were thought to be useless by a number of
mathematicians of that time; the belie f was that only
convergent series could be used in the solution of problems.2
In 1822 Fourier (1768 -1830) published his work entitled "La Theorie de la Chaleur" . This book contained
Fourier's Se rie s in the same form as they are now. This
work contains methods of solving problems in heat and
wave vibration whic h are used to a great extent today.
1. Cajori, History of Mathematics, p . 237 .
2. Ibid. p . 391.
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This book brought to a close a long controversy and
proved that any graphically given function of a real variable can be represented by a trigonometric series. The
weak point in Fourier's analysis lies in his failure to
prove generally that the trigonometric serie s actually
converges to the value of the function. 1
Poisson (1781-1840) made himself distinguished by
his work on applied mathematics and physics. He wrote
four hundred volumes, most of them on applied mathematics .
His memoirs in pure mathematics of most importance are
those on definite integrals and series and their application to physical problems. His work on electrostatics
and magnetism ori ginated a new field of mathematical
physics. He was considered one of the leading analysts
of his time, and there are a great number of problems on
elasticity to which he has contributed. He was the originator of many new mathods for the solution of problems .
He also differed from others by his me thods of solution .
He did not use the me thod of the difinite integral but
instead used the method of finite summations . 2
Bessel (1784-1846) introduced into pure mathematics
functions which are now known by his name; thes were
introduced in 1824. Their use had appeared before with
1 . Cajori, A History of Mathematics, p. 270.
2 . Ibid. p.-466.
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different variations during the time of Euler. Bessel
used these functions in the solution of problems of
vibration. These functions which he called Jn(x) are
very useful today in the solution of problems in applied mathematics . They take the form of an infinite
series, which gives asymptotic solutions for different
values of the variable. These asymptotic series were
convenient to use as Bessel had worked out tables for
their solution. In modern books on applied mathematics
there are tables for the different Bessel's functions
which gives the function for many values of the variable.
A. L. Cauchy (1789-1857) wrote his Analyse Algebrique in 1821 which contained a rigorous treatment of
series and set up definite rules of testing for convergent and divergent series. He used the ratio test for
the convergence of a series. He reintroduced the concept
of an inte gral of a function as the li¢ it of a sum. He
also did work in physics on astronomy, li ght and elas. ' t y. 2
t l.Cl.

Stokes (1819-1903) distinguished himself in t he
field of applied mathematics. His memoir published on
"Friction of Fl uids in Motion " in 1845 contained an

! History of Mathematics, p. 448 .
2. Ibid. p, 369, 373.

11 Cajori,

1
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analysis of the motion of a medium near any point. He
analyzed it as containing three constituents; a motion
of pure translation, one of pure strain and one of pure
rota tion. In using his results on viscious fluids , he
was l ed to the use of general dynamical equations. The
two ela stic constants in the equation for the elastic
solid he considered to be independent and not reducable
to one as is the case in Poisson's theory. In 1847 Stokes
examined anew the theory of oscillatory waves . 1
Poincai re (1854-1 912) worked out a powerful method
of solving differential equations by the use of asymptotic series. He has proved that every linear differential
equation whi ch has polynomial coeffecients may be solved
by asymptotic series. He was not the type to spend his
time on the history of a certain condition but instead
strove for methods of solution in the problems that he
encountered.

2

This was probably the reason that he dev-

eloped his different soluti ons .
The use of asymptotic series is general in several
field s of applied mathematics today . Asymptotic series
are used in the fields of radio, electricity, sound, etc.
The commercial usage has meant greater development of
asymp totic series.
1. Cajori,___! History of Mathematics, p . 460.
2 . I bid. p . 389 .
3 . Bromwich, Theory of Infin i te Series , p . 348.
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CHAPTER II
Properties of Asymptotic Series
Asymptotic series in general use are of the nonconvergent type, where the terms begin to decrea s e, and
reach a minimum, afterwards increasing . If the sum is
calculated to a stage at which the t e rms a re sufficiently
small, it is possible to obtain an approximation with
a degree of accuracy represented by the l a st t e rm r e tained. This is the case with many s e ries which are
convenient for numerical calculations. 1
An asymptotic series is a series that give s a close

approximation to the function that is u 1der consideration.
Starting from some function J(x), it is developed formall y
in a series
a0

+ a 1 /x + a 2 /x

2

a

3

3

/x + -----------------.

This series is not convergent, but the sum of the
first (n~l) terms gives an approximat i on to J(x) which
differs from J(x) by less than

¾;xn+1 ,

where¾ depends

only on n and not on x. Let Sn denote the sum of the
first (n+l) terms and the
1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 317 .
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lim xn (J - Sn)= O.

n ~oo

In a ll such cas e s a s the above, the series is asymptotic to the functi on . 1
Two functions, f(x) and F(x), which are so related
t ha t for a particular endless progress of the independent
variable x, their ratio approaches one, or what amounts
to the same thing ( f(x) - F (x))/f( x) approaches O, the
functions are said to be asymptotic approximations, each
to the other. Since both of the functions a re infinite,
neither can be a constant. The following formula illustrates the relation of asymptotic approximat ions,
f(x) - F (x)
F(x)
whe re

e

= e f(x) or

= (1 - e) f(x),

is an infinitesimal. Two funct i ons that are

asymptotic approximations of ea ch other must be infinites
of the same order, and their difference of approximation,
must be infinitesimal, or finite in the sense of being
neither positive or negative infinity, or infinite of
lower order than t h e functions themselves . The differ ence ratio of the two function s
( f(x) - F(x} )/f(x)
must be an infinitesimal, and t he approximation is more
or less close according as the infinitesimal order of
1. Bromwich, Theory~f Infinite Series, p. 342 .
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difference ratio is higher or lower degree. The distinction
between infinitesimal and asymptotic approximation is
that the former applies to infinitesimal and finite
functions; the latter, to infinites. The relationship
of approximation is fundamentally the same in the two
cases. If f(x)/F(x) approaches A, where A is a constant
different from o, A•F(x) is an asymptotic approximation
to f(x) . 1
Asymptotic series used for approximation are of
two types, one represents the given function f(x) ,. a symptotically for small positive values of x, the other
is said to represent the given function f(x) asymptotically for large positive values of x.
Let the function f(x) in the int e rval (0, b), be
represented by the power series,
( 1) Ao + Al x -t A2x

2 i

-------+

~xn + ----··.

Assume that the limit of the sum of the series as x
approaches zero is, f(x)

= A0 ,

also that the limit as

x approaches O is,

f(x ) - Ao - A1 x - -------- - ~-lxn-1 )/ x n = An•
If series (1) is divergent, the sum can no longer be
spoken of in the ordinary sense, but it can be said that
1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series , p . 116.

g

fo r a fini t e number of terms the series gives an approximation of x f or small val ues of x. It should be noted
that the smaller xis taken, the larger n must be cho sen
in order to get the best a pp ro ximation to t he corre spond ing values of x .
For large values of x, f(x) is said to be represented asyraptotically by the se ries,
2
Ao + A1 /x + A2/ x + -------- + An/xll + ------ .
As x approaches i n finity, the following condition is
true,

The r elation of a function f(x), to an asymptotic
series is written,
f(x) N AO t A1/x + A2 /x

2

+ -------

An/ r

+ ---.

The series may be convergent or divergent for the large
positive values of x. In the cas e of a convergent series
the ac tual value of f(x) is obtained when n is allowed
to become infini te. The be s t approximation of f(x) by
an asympto tic s e ries is obtained if the se ries is termi nated with the t erm having the smallest absolute value .
n

If t he s eries is of the form S ~x , the number of terms
increases as x t akes smaller values. If it is of the
form S An/xn, to ge t the best approximations , x must
take large r value s to increase the number of terms. 1
1 . Townsend , Functions of Real Variab l es , p , 388 , 389
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Asymptotic series are obtaine d from a gi ven inte gral
by three methods,
(1) Inte gration by parts

(2) Use of symbolic operators
(3) Expansion of some functimn in the integral
If the method of integration by parts is applied
to the error-function integral, defined by the equation,
erf x =

1:

e

-t2

dt.

When xis small a series suitable for calculation is
deduced by expanding the exponential and inte grating
term by term. If the integral is us ed,
u

=

J

oc> -t2
dt
x2 e

by writing t 2

= ·s,

=Vn -

erf x ,

an asymptotic series for the i ntegral

is readily found, t hen
u

1:

=

e-s ds/2 fs

J: -i

The last integral is integrated by parts, which gives
u

=

te-s / 2 s

• e-x2 (l/2x) x -

oO e-s /

G-:;

f7

(22s 3/2) ds

(22s3/2) ] ~ X

X

l-3e -S/

11
I

The last line is obtained from the preceding by two
integrations and it is possible to continue this process
indefinitely. The further the method is followed the
smaller the error. The remainder in the last formula is

J;

less than the next term in the series, which is
1•3•5•?/(2 5 x 9 )

.-s ds = 1.3•5•?/(2 5x 9 )

e

-x 2

The error by stopping at any term in the asymptotic
series is less than the following term in the series. 1
If the symbolic method is used on the errorfunction integral, a n asymptotic series is more easily
obtained. If 1/D denotes the operation of integrati on
from x 2 to infinity, then
e-s/(D•2•Ys)

= e-s/2(D

- 1)-{s

= - e- 8 /2 (1 + D + n2 + n3 + -----)1/{s

Ifs= x 2 is the lower limit of the integral, the asymptotic series is obtained,
2
2
3
u = e-X (1/2x - 1/2 x 3 + 1•3/2 x 5 - ---------).
If the remainder formula is used,
1/(D-l} : -(1 + D + D2 + ----- + Dn-l)
1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 332 .

Dn/(D-1).
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It is easy to see that the same remainder-inte gral is
left as in the method of int egration by parts. The same
inference in_·regard to the magnitude of the remai nder
1
is formed.
The method of expansion may be written as follows ,
S:

and

=

u

x2 +
e-X

2

V

la'°

e-vdv/(2

'{fx 2

- v)).

The following asymptotic series is found from the expan sion,
The remainde r at any stage is less than the foll owing
term. The inte gral
oO

J

0

vn e-v dv

= n!

and t h e s ame result s are obt ained for u and its a symptotic series again. 2
Asymptotic series are like convergent series in
that they can be added, subtracted and multiplied and
asymptotic expansions of t he given functions obtained .
ii'.

Theoretically, the convergent seri es can be pushed to
an arbitrary de gree of approximation, while an asymp totic series cannot. In practice an a s ymptotic series
usually gives a better degree of approximation for
1. Bromwich, Theory of I nfinite Se ries, p. 333 .
2. Ibid. p. 3 33.
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numerical work than a convergent

series because the value

of an asymptotic series can be found to a certain number
of terms and the e rror calculate d whi le convergent se ries
must be summed to then-th term. If some funct i on f(x)
is developed formally in an asymptotic series,
2
f(x)/\) A0 + A1 /x + Az/x + -------------.
The series is asymptotic to the function and the sum of
the first (n+l) te rms gives an approxi mation to f( x) .
It follows from the definition of asymp totic series t hat
they can be added and subtracted. 1
The proof that asymptotic se ri es can be mul t iplied
will follo w. Let J(x)·K(x) be represented as follo ws ,
2
J(x)/V Ao+ A1 /x + A2 /x + ---------K(x) N Bo t B1/x f B2/x

2

t ---- - ------,

and t he formal product of the t wo represented by the
single series,
I(x)/\J C0

+ C1/x
+
.

C2 /x

2

+ ------------.

If the sums of the first (n+l) terms of t h e t hre e series
a re considered and those sums are represented in the
above order by Sn , T,
n and Hn . The asymptotic r e lationship may be written thus,
1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite 8eries, p . 342.
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whe re p , a, a r e functions of x which tend to zero as x
approaches infinity. Hn coincides with the product Sn·Tn
up to and including the terms in 1/xn. The following
relationship exists,

_

I

Sn · Tn - Hn t Pn x

2n

,

whe r e Pn is a polynomial in x, whose highest term is of
the (n-1)-th de gree. As x approaches infinity,

J(x)

Ao, K(x)

(J{x)• K{x) - Hn)

Bo, p ...- o, a~ o, or

= O.

Thus the product J(x) . K(x) is represented asymptotically
by I(x) , or asymptotic series can be multiplied toget her
as if they were convergent, and any power of an asymp1
totic series may be obtaine d.
An asymptotic series can be integrated term by term,

thus obtaining an asymptotic expansion of the inte gral
of the function, provided the first two tern;is of the
expansion a re zero and the integral is taken over the
interval (x, oO ) • The following g ives the inte gration of
an asymp t otic se ries (in which A0

= O,

A1

=0

).

1. Bromwi ch, Theo ry of I nfinite Series, p , 342, 343 .
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IJ

and

- Sn\<. e/xn, if

X

>

Xo•

The integral of the above from x to infinity is,

li~J

dx

-1:n

dx \

< e/ (n-llxn-l.

The inte gration from x to infinity of the asymptotic
series J(x) is repre sented asymptotically by,
1
2
3
A2/x + A3/2x + A4/3x + --------------.
An

asymptotic series cannot safely be differenti-

ated without investi gati on, for the existance of an
asymptotic series for J(x) does not imply the existance
of one for J'(x). If it is known that J'(x) has an asymptotic expansion, it must be the series obtained by the
ordinary rule for term- by- term differentiation . If the
asymptotic series is,
J(x)I\J A0 + A1 /x

+ A2/x 2 + -------------, then

Thus the differential coeffecient

if it has a definite l imi t, must tend to zero . But

does tend to zero, so that the limit of,

x? 41 ( J'(x) - J(x) },
1 . Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series , p. 345. ,
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if it exists, is zero . If J'(x) has an asymptotic series,
it is

- ------------. 1
The following will deal with the way in which
asymptotic series present themselves in the solution of
differential equations. If the following differential
equation is considered,
dy/dx = a/x + by, (b

>

0),

by means of an asymptotic series
2
y = A0 + A1 /x + A2 /x + ---------------.
On substitution this gi ves,
2A 2 /x

Then

3

- 3A 3/x

Ao - O, Al= - a/b,

4

- --------- - -

Az = - A1/b

=

: a/b 2 ,

3
A3 = -2A 2/b = - 1•2a/b , etc.
Thus the formal solution is founf to be

y = - a/bx (1 - 1/bx + 1•2(1/bx )

J

2

- -------),

and this represents the inte gral
- a

"°( e -t d t ) / ( t
0

- bx) ,

and it is now easy to verify directly that this integral
does satisfy the given equation.

2

1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Se ries, p, 345, 346.
2. Ibid. p. 349.
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CHAPTER III
Some The or ie s of Asymptotic Series
This chapter will di s cus s some of the various theo r i e s t hat employ asymptotic ser i es as a method of solving
p rob l ems. The genera l t ype of solut ion wi ll be taken up
f irst in ea ch case and in some instances the particular
so lution will follow. There are so many particula r t yp es
that can be de rived from the general f orm t hat it would
be i mp oss i ble t o mention a ll of them.
In a symptotic series usage t h e general type of so lut i on i s usually conside red and the particula r t yp e of
solu ti on is obt a i n ed from the gene ral . The pa rticula r
solut i on is s et up from the - gen eral to fit the condi tions
d f t he problem under cons ideration .

Euler's formu la of summat ion will be consi dere d
fir s t, as he was one of t he first to use t h e asymp t ot i c
s e rie s s olution of prob lems . He used the method of
summation to ca lculate ce rt a i n fi nite sums . By s e tt i ng
t h e function,

f( x } = 1/x, x = n,
t h e series t hat follo ws is
1 + ~1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + - - --- - - - -- - - - + 1/n =
log n + l/2n
- B1 / 2n 2 + B2/ 4n 4 - --- --- - + c .
.
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If this series is continued to infinity it does
not converge because,
Br/Br-l

= 2r(2r-l)/4rr20

S (l/n 2 r)/S(l/n 2 r - 2 ) .

If r is greater than 3 ,
S (l/2r-Z)
S

(l/n 2 r)

(1/(1-1/24 )), and

> 1.

This makes,
(Br/ 2rn 2 r)/( Br_ /2(r-l)n 2 r- 2 )
1

>

2
2
15(r-1) /16n 2 rr •
The terms in the s eries st eadily increase in numerical
value of r (depending on n and gre ater than the next
inte ger greater than 1-nrr). Euler knew that this series
does not converge fo r n

= 1,

and he employee it for n

equal to 10 to calculate h i s constant,
C:

.5772156649 015 328( 6060 ) ------,

this he regarded as t he "sum" of the se ries,
1/2 + B1 /2 - B2/4 t B3/6 - ---------.
The error of calculation by stopping at any term
is less than the next term in the series, therefore
this series can be used for numerical work even though
it is not convergent. 1
If Euler's formula is applied to St irling's series
1. Bromwich, Theory of Inf i nite Series, p, 324, 325 .
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and the general formula is taken as, f(x) • log x, it
gives,
(1) log (n)l

J:

=

+

log x dx t 1/2 log n

B1/2n - B2/3 · 4n 3 + -----

+ c.

Here the error at each stage is numerically les s than
the next term, because f 2n(x) is negative (for all positive values of x).
If (1) is integrated, the r e sult is
log (n)!

= c1

- (n+l/2) log n - n +

B1 /1•2n

- B3/3·4n

3

+ ---------.

To find the constant c , Wallis's theorem of sine i s
1
used, this gives
rr/2

= 2/1·2/3·4/3· 4/5·

--------------

n
4
2
- 1 im ( 2 • n ! ) / ( 2n ! ) ( 2n -1 ) •
n • oO

log (1/277') = lim ( 4n lo g 2 ,. 4 log (n) ! n~OC)

2 log (2n)! - log (2n) ).
The general formula gives,
2 log (n!) - log (2n)! = c 1
(2n f 1/2) log 2 +

:t

+ 1/2 log

(1/n).

Thus the log (1/2rr) is,

= lim (4n log 2 + 2c
n +Q()

1

i log n -

n -

20

(4n+l) log 2 - log (2n) )

= 2c 1 - 2 log 2,
c 1 = 1/2 log 2rr. 1

thus

By the proper substitutions the preceding gives Stirli ng 's
series
log (n!) - (n+l/2) log n - n + 1/2 log (2~)
+ B1 /2n - B2/ 3 "4n 3 + --------in which n denotes a po s itive intege r.
If Euler's summation formula i s us ed in the i nt erva l
from x to x+n, the s erie s for log ( T( l+x)
log ( x(l+x) -----------(n+x ) )

J:+n

loge de+ 1/2 (log

B1 /2x

+ B2/( 3 •4n 3 )

xt

log

is found.

=

(x+n) ) -

- ------------- + Q(l/n).

If this is subtracted from Stirling 's s eri es f or

log (n ! ) , it goves
- log ( ( 14x/l) ( l+x/2)

~:+n

loge de +

J:

----------- -

( l+x/n )

log e de + 1/ 2 log

X

=

+

1/2 log (21f') t B1 /2x - B2/( 3 •4x 3 ) + ---- + Q(l/n ) •

• Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 329.
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=n

By putting e

+ N, the difference of the t wo integrals

in the last formula is equal to,
(x log x - x) - x log n - -------- + Q(l/n).
Thus it is found,
x log n - log ( (l+x/1) (l+x/2) -----(l+x/n)

= (x+l/2)

log x - x + 1/2 log (2rr) +

B1/2x - B2/(3•4x 3 ) + ----------- + Q(l/n).

When n approaches infinity the left side of the seri e s
equation tends to log ( T(l+x) ) and the result is

=

(x+l/2) l og x - x +
1/2 log (2~) + B1 /2x - B2/(3•4x 3 ) + -------.
log (T(l+x) )

This s eries is exactly the same fonn as the series
1
originally found for log (n!).
The preceding is a form of the Gamma function which
is,

oO

=fo ,n-1 e-x

T(n)

T(l) --

L'°
0

e -x

dx

dx, (n

0),

= 1.

J~

I f the a bove integral is integrated by parts it gives,

J"°,n
01"°
n

0

X

t

e-x dx = - xn e -x

J"°
0

- n

n-1 e-x dx,
and T(n+l)

--

0

X

n-1 e-x dx

nT (n).

1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p, 329, 330 .

=
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If the value of T(n) is known for n between any two
sucessive integers, the value of T(n) may be found by
the preceding for any positive n. Tables for log T(n)
for small values of n have been computed for use in
applied problems. 1
Stokes has given an asymptotic expression for the
series,

S( T(n+a1 +1) --------T(n+ar+l) )
( T(n+b 1 +1) --------T(n+bs+l) )xll = S (x11),
where xis real ands> r. The following substitutions
are made in the summation, s-r • u, S (b) - S (a) = R,
and the xt

term is considered, whe re t i s large, and
+p
pis not of higher order than Vt. If terms of order 1/Vt
are neglected, the following is derived from Stirling 's
series,
log

X

t+p

= (ttp) log x - u( (ttl/2) log t +
1/2 log (2~) - t) (pu + R) log t - 1•up 2/2t.

It is most conveni ent to suppose tha t xis of the fo rm
u
t , where t i s an integer; and then¾ is the gre a t e st
term because log x

=u

log t, so that the terms of the

first degree in p cancel. This gives
1. Woods, Advanced Calculus, p. 164.
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log X
t+p

= ut

- 1/2 u log (2 rrt) - R log t -

I f lt +p and ¾-p a re combined, t h i s give s t he asympt otic
expression,
(etu t-R)/(2rrt) ½u (1 + 2q4 t 2q 9 t ~--- - -- ) ,
where

-

q - e

__21uJt

•

It follows from Abel' s theorem s i nce q a pp roaches t he
limit one, the s erie s i n brackets is represen ted asymp i

1

i

totically by TI 2 (1-q)-2 , or by (2~t/u ) 2 •
The a symptotic expre ssion for the s erie s is ,

The solution of Bessel's e qu a tion will be t aken
into consideration where the va r iabl es are of an i nteger form. Bessel's e qua tion is,
d 2 z/dx 2 + (1/x)(dz/dx) t (1 - m2 /x 2 ) z = O,

= O,

and if m

it reduces to

(1) d 2 z/dx 2 + (1/x)(dz/dx) t z

= O.

Assume that z can be expressed in whole powe rs of x ,
and let z

=S

(an xn). Substitute this value i n (1)

1. Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 341.
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and it gives,
S(n(n-l}anxn-Z + nanxn-Z + anr}:

o,

an equation which must be true no matter what the value
of x. The coeffecients of any given power of x, as xk- 2 ,
must vanish, and
k(k-l)ak

+ kak + ak-Z

= 0,

or

whence we obtain

This is the only relation that need be satisfied by the
coeffecients in order that z =Sak xk shall be a solution of (1). If
k

= O,

ak-Z

= O,

ak_ 4

= O,

etc.

The beginning is with k = 0 as the lowest subscript and
the following subscripts are found from the above.

If these values are placed in the power series that was
given as a solution of z, it gives the solution.
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This is a solution of (1) where a

may be taken as any
0
integer, provided the series is convergent .
Take a 0

= 1,

and then z

= J 0 (x)

where

is a solution of (1). J 0 (x) is called a Bessel's Function
of the zero-th order, or a Cylindrical Harmonic. It
can be shown that J 0 (x) has an infinite number of real
positive roots, any one of which can be obtained to any
required degree of approximation.
If the original Bessel's equation is used,
d 2 z/dx 2 + (1/x)(dz/dx)

+ z = O,

and z - xmv, it gtves
d 2v/dx 2

+ (2m+l)/(x) (dv/dx)

to determine v. Let v

=8

v

=0

and substitute in the

above.

whence

an-2 = -n(2m+n)an•

Begin with n = O, then an-2
the set of values,

= O,

an_ 4

= O,

etc, hence
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a 6 = -a 0 / ( 2 6 3! (m+l) (m+2) (m+3) ) ; etc.
Substi tuting these values of the coeffecient s in the
series given for z, gives

- x 6/ ( 2 6 3! (m-1) (m- 2) (m-3) + ---------).
This is a solution of Besse l's Equation; a 0 is usuall y
taken as l/(2Illrn!) if mis a positive integer , and the
second member of t he soiuti on is repres ented by Jm(x)
and is called a Bessel 's Function of them-th order.

1

The use of Fourier's series i n the solving of
problems r equiring approximati on is of great importance, therefore Fourier's series will be considered
briefly.
Series of the form involving only sines and cosines
of integral multiples of x are known as Fourier's series .
Examples are,
bo + b1 cos x + bzcos 2x ~--------------,
a 0 t a 1 sin x

+ a 2 sin 2x + -------------.

Any function of x which is single valued, finite,
1. Byerly, Fourier's Series, p. 13, 14, 23, 24.

2?

and continuous between x

= O, and x = lf, or if discon-

tinuous has only finite discontinuities each of which is
preceded and suceeded by continuous portions, ;can be
developed into a series of the form .
f(x) = al sin x-+ a 2 sin 2x +
whe re

¾i

= 2;,rr

J:

----------

f(x) sin mx dx • 2/ IT

J:

f (a) sin ma da,

and a lide series of cosines gives ,
f(x)

= i"bo

where

bm

= 2/~

t b 1 cos x + b 2 cos 2x

J:

f(x) eos mx dx

= 2/n

+ ------,

J:

f(a) cos ma da.

The series and the function wi 1 be identical for all
values of x between x = O, and x
x

= O,

and x

= lf,

= ff, not including value

unless the given function is equal

to zero for t hese values. At a p oint of finite discontinuity the series has a value equal to half t he
value the function has if it approaches the point of
discontinuity from opposite sides. A curve repre sented
by a sine and cosine series need not f ollow the same
mathematical law throughout its length, but may be made
up of different curves, a broken line or a locus consisting of finite parts of several different and disconnectea straight lines can be represented.
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If a series is wanted with values different from
x = - tr, and x

= lr,

a new variable c is introduced. f(x)

is developed into a trigonometric series for all values
between x
z

=c

=-

and x

c, by using the notation

= (Jr/c)•x

rr,

Z: -

When X: -c,

= c· and

z : 1f', when x
f(x)

= f((c/rr)z

) can be developed in terms

of z. It is represented by,

j

8m = 1/Tf

ff

f ( ( C / rf') Z

cos mz dz and

rr

f ( ( c / rr) z

sin mz dz. 1

-lf

I

_,r

In the followin g the graph of a Fourier series
will be drawn showing the app oximation curves for a
few values of x. In

the figure the curve y

= the

series,

and the approximation in question are drawn in continu ous lines, and the preceding curve and the curve corresponding to the term to be added are drawn in dot ted
lines. The curve for the series which follows will be ,
drawn.
II

I

y

= sin

x

+ 1/3 sin 3x

III
t 1/5 sin 5x

1. Byerly, Fourier's Se ries, Chapter II.
2. Ibid. ' Chapter III.

IV

+ 1/7 sin 7x +

--.2
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CHAPTER IV
Application of Asymptotic Series
This chapter will deal with some problems solved
by the use of asymptotic series. The problems help to
illustrate the uses to which asymptotic series can be
put. The first group of problems are applications of
Fourier's series. The second group require a special
type of serie~ in their solution, namely Bessel's
series. The third group includes problems solved by
series of other kinds. There is also a discussion of
the use of series in solving equations such as Legendre's
Coeffecients or Zonal Harmon·cs, Laplace's Coeffecients
or Spherical Harmonics, and Lames Functions or Ellips oidal Harmonics.
The solution of Fourier's problem of the permanent
state of temperature in a thin rectangular plate of
breadth W will be considered. If the two long edges of
the plate are kept at the constant temperature zero,
one of the short edges, called the base of the plate,
is kept at the temperature unity, and the temperature
of the points in the plate decrease indefinitely as the
distance from the base is increased. The temperature
is to be found at any point of the plate.
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The equation in the Analytical Theory of Heat for
the change of temperature of any solid due to t he flow
of heat within the solid is,
Dtu = a2( Dx2. n2y

n2}
z '

whe re u represents the temperature at any point of the
solid and t the time . In the problem of the permanent
state of temperature in a thin rectangular plate, the
equation becomes
(a) D~u t

n;u

= o.

For the problem given it is subject to the conditions,

(1) u = O,when x = 0
(2) u

= 0 when x

(3) u

=

(4) u
Take u

--

--

n

0 when y

=~

1 when y

= o.

= eayeaxi,

a solution of (a), and u = eaye-axi,

another solution of (a); add these two values of u and
divide the sum by two, which gives
{b) eay cos ax.
From the solution given in (b), it is possible to
arrive at the solution,
(c} u

= eay

sin ax .

Out of these particular solutions we can build up
a solution which will satisfy the conditions (1), (2),
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(3), and (4). If u is ivritten equal to a sum of terms
of the form Ae-my sin mx, where mis a positive integer,
a solution of (a) which satisfies (1), (2) and (3) is
found. This solution is written in the form of a series
(d) u

= A1

e-Y sin x + A2 e- 2Y sin 2x

+

A1, A2, A3, -------, being undetermined constants.
When¥= O; (d) reduces to

(e) u

= Aisin x

+ A2 sin 2x + A3 sin 3x +

------. 1

If unity is developed into a series of the form (d)
the problem is solved. All that needs to be done is
substitute the coeffecients of that series for A , A2 ,
1
A3, --------, in the equation (b).
A sine development in se ries is obtained by setting
f(x)

= x,

It is

which is a Fourier's series. By the process of integr ation
and s ubstitution, we arrive at a solution which is a
form of Fourier's infinite series. It is
1

= 4/Tf

((sin x)/1

(sin 3x/3

+ (sin 5x)/5 + --),

for all values of x between O and rr; hence the re quired
solution is
1 . Byerly, Fourier's Series, p. 1-5 .
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for this satisfies the differential equation and all the
given conditions.
The problem of finding the value of the potential
function at any point of a l ong thin, rectangular conducting sheet, of breadth Tr, through which an electric
current is flowing, when the long edges are kept at potential zero, and one of the short edges at potential
unity, is mathematically identical with the problem just
1
solved.
The problem of the transverse vibrations of a stretch ed string fastened at the ends, initially distorted into
some given curve and then allowed to swing will be solved. q
Let the length of the s tring be Land take the position of equilibrium of the s tring as the axis of x,
and one of the ends as the origin, and suppose the string
,

initially distorted into a curve whose equation is
y = f(x).

X

The next thing is to find an expression for y which
wi l l be a solution of the equation and satisfy the con1 . Byerl y , Fourier's Series, p . 5, 6 .
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d i tion s given.
( 1) D2 y

t

(a) y

=0

( b) y

=

= a2

D2 y
X

when

X

:

0 when

X

=L

0

= f(x) when t = O
Dty = 0 when t = O.

(c) y
(d)

In this inst ance it is convenient to use the trigonometric
form of so lution. The equat ion is , if t = O,
(2) y

= A1 sin 'trx/e + A2 sin 21x/e t

a solution of (1) which satisfies (a) , (b), and (d ) .
If f(x) is developed into a series of form (2) ,
the co effecients of this series as values of A , A2 , A3 ,
1
-------, substitut ed in ,
(3) y

= A1 sin ~x/e cos 7Tat/e t A2 sin 2nx/e
cos Zlfat/e t A 3 sin 3rrx/e cos 3Tat/e t --,

g ives a so lut i on whi ch satisfies all the g iven conditions. 1
The comple t e solution is
(4) y = 2/L

m=oO

S sin mltx/L cos mrrx/L
m=l

JLf(x)
O

s in m'ff'x /L dr.
The second member of (4) is a periodic function of
t having the period 2L/a. The motion , then , is a true
1. Byerly, Fouri er 's Serie s, p . 7.
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vibration, a periodic motion. The period 2L/a is the time
it takes a disturbance to travel twice the length of the
st ring .
If the curve into which the string is distorted
i n itially is
y

= b s in mrrx/L, the solution is

y = b sin m~x/L cos m~at/L.
No matter what value t may have the curve i s always of
the form
y = A sin mlfx/L .
For different values oft, the re is a set of sine curves
differing only in amplitude and not at all in t h e period
of the curve. 1
The General El ec tric Company uses Fourier 's s eries
in handling problems in electric circuits, providing the
el ec tric current or voltage is irregul a r in form but
repeat s at de f ini t e interva ls. It i s represented by a
Fouri e r serie s as follows;
e

=

n=oO

S

n=o

n=oO
an cos nwt + S
bn sin nwt.

n=O

If the series is rectangula r in form, t h e Fourie r
series becomes,
i = 4I/rr (sin wt + 1/3 sin 3wt

+ 1/5

sin 5wt + -- ) .

The problem of a stretched circular membrane such
1. Byerly, Fourier 's Series, p . 111.
2 . Johnson, Engineering Department of General Electric
Company, Letter to Author.

2
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as a drumhead will be discussed. If the membrane is
initially distorted into any given form which has circular symmetry about an axis through the center perpen dicular to the p lane of the boundary, and then allowed
to vibrate. The equation which follows has to be solved

subject to the cond itions
(a) z

= f(r)

( b) Dtz
( C) z

=

=

when t

0 when t

0 when r

=0

=

0

= a.

From the symmetry of the supposed initial distortion z must be independent of o, therefore (1) reduces
to

The problem is best solved by the use of a Bessel's
function, where the series is used in the solution. The
series solution is of the form,
R

= a 0 (1

4 2 2
2 2
- x /2 + x /2 4 - ------------),

where a

1

may be taken as any value.
0
Take a 0 = 1, and then R = J 0 (x), where

1 . Byerly, Fourier's Series, p~l3.
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is a solution of (2). J (x) is easily shown to be con0

vergent for all values real or imaginary of x, since the
series is made up of the moduli of the terms of J 0 (x),
it is convergent for all value s of r.
J 0 (x) is called a Bessel's Functiop of the zero-th
order, or a Cylindrical Harmonic. It can be shown that
Jo(x)

=0

has an infinite number of real positive roots,

any one of which can be obtained to any required degree
of approximation without serious difficulty. 1
The General Electric Company uses the special type
of series called Bessel's Function, when dealing with
problems involving circles such as the heating or cooling of a large shaft, the flow of alternating current
in a circular wire, etc.

his seri e s is of the form

----------.

This series occurs so frequently that tables have
. 1 es x. 2
been formed for some ranges of the variab

The use of the infinite series called Bessel's
function is quite common in the field of radio.
The problem which follows is one concerning the
power radiated from the flat top of a sending antenna.
The element of the area of the aerial hemisphere is,
1 . Byerly, Fourier's Series, p . 14.
2 . J ohnson, Engineering Department of General Electric
Company 1 Letter to the Author .
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(1) dS

= r e2

sin u duds.

By the proc ess of substitution in the differential
equation

and the replacing of the value z by its value in polar
coordinates, we have

(3) dp

= c/4~ (Eu_H 8 )

ds.

The inte gral form of (3) become s if p

= the

time

average of radiated power, and the equat i on thus for.med

J:

is inte grated with re spect to s,

(4)

P = n/2

- 1/2

cos (2A sin u cos s) ds,

By the use of Bessel's fun ction of the ze ro-th order,

and substi tuting and i ntegrating a re sult is found which
ma y be expanded in a power series. This give s

where Fn(B) is a polynomial in Bo, B2 , B4 , -----, where
the coeffecients of the several powers of Bare t aken
from tabular form.
If we substitute the value of the coeffecients
multiplied by the corresponding powers of Band s um up,
the time average of radiated power is found.
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p =

t

r 2 /c

2

4
(B /60 - 11B6 /3780 + 13B8 /56700
4 4
Bl0/9355 - -----) - k (B /1120 - B6 /6480 +
8
B /83160 - Bl0/~7395500
------------)
4
k 6 (B /45360 - B6 /24960960 + 7B8 /6!34720 - --).
(k

This equation gives the average power radiated in
the aerial hemisphere from the flat top of the antenna
regarded as a separate radiator with the distribution
that it has under the fundamental assumptions of the
problem. The current is to be measured in absolute
electrostaticsunits, and the power in ergs per second .
In the equation above
B

k
L

= 2 1Tb/L

= 2A = 41Ta/L
= the wave length

with the inductance

a= length of vertical part of antenna in cm.
b = length of horizonal flat top in cm. 1
The General Electric Company uses infinite series
of various other kinds and form s and some examples of
these will be given in the following. In the calculation
of Eddy currents certain integrals ari s e that can some times be evaluated in terms of the so called ninte gral
exponentials".

1. Pierce, Electric Oscillations and Electric Waves,
p. 462, 463.
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where c = Euler's Constant= .5?72156---------.
The next series deals with the eddy current loss
due to induced currents in the iron shea th of a three
conductor cable. The applied field due to current in the
three conductors is,
Ea - -3/2 ((z 0 ej&)/r
4r

4

+ (z;e- 2 j 6 )/2r 2 + (z$e 4 j&)/

+ (z 5 e- 5 j&)/5r

5

+ --------- -- - ----).

The induced electric field is

·e

z~eJ r (1 + aA/u)
a
.2

z¢ e

-2je 2

z a4

r

(

2

(1

Aa/u)

+

I)

2 + Aa u _ --------------).
(2 - Aa/u)

The above series is rather difficult to calculate a s
nearly all of the quanities are complex. 1
In the theory of probability t here are a gr eat
number of uses for series. We will solve the problem
of the selection of balls from a box. A box contain s n
balls, marked 1, 2, 3, --------, n , A person draws n balls
in sucession and none of the ba lls thus drawn is put
back in the box. Each drawing is consecutively marked
1, 2, 3, -----, n, on n cards. What is the probability
that no ball marked a

a=

1, 2, 3,------, n), app ear

1. Johnson, Engineering Department of General Electric
Company, Letter to the Author.
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simultaneously with a drawing card markedr
The probability that none of the balls appear in
its nwnerical order is
p = 1 - 1/1 + 1/1•2 - 1/1•2•3 + ----(-l)nl/1·2·--n.

When n

= oO

the above series converges toward e-1 as its

limit. Since the series is rapidly convergent, its approximate value is
p

= e-l

= . 36 788 --------- - --.

The probability tha t at least one ball appear in
numerical order is
q

=1

- p = .63213 ------------.

1

The discussion which follows will deal wi th the use
of series in the solution of differential equations. If
the differential equation is put in the form,
(1) dy/dx = f(x, y,).
Let x: xo, y: Yo, and we obtain (dy/dx) 0 , (d 2y/dx 2 ) ,
0
etc. The values are then substituted in the
!_Faylor series,
(2) y

= Yo

-f-

2
(dy/dx) 0 (x - x 0 ) + l/2!(d y/dx 2 )

(x - x0 )

2

+ --------------,

which gives a solution of the given .differential equation
in the form of an infinite series. Another solution of
(1), is to substitute the series that follows in (1),
1. Fisher, The Mathematical Theory of Probabilities, p.24, 25.
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and determine a , a 2 , a 3 , ----- - ---, by th e method of
1
undetermined coeffecients. 1
Legendre's Equation is
· 2

2

(1) (1 - x) d y/dx - 2x dy/dx + n(n + l)y = O,
where n is a const ant. It is solved by assuming the
infinite series
_
m
m+l
m+2
y - a 0x + a 1 x
+ a 2x
+ -----------,
and endeavori ng to determi ne the first exponent m and
t he coeffecients a. so as to satisfy (1). The gene ral
l

soluti on of (1) is the two seri es ,
y

= a 0 (1

- n(n-l)x 2/2! + n(n-2) (n-l)(n - 3)x4 /4 ! -

------------)

- a 1 (x - (n-l)(n-2)x 3/3! t (n -l)( n -2)( n-3)
(n-4)x 5 /5! - ----------------).
By the ratio test ea ch of these series converges
in the interval (-1, 1). This is the general solution
of (1), since a and a are arbitrary. 2
0
1
Laplace's equation in two variables is
2
2
d V/dx 2 + d V/dy 2 = O.
To find a particular solution which satisfies the
given conditions, we place
V

=

XY

1. Woodsi Advanced Calculus, p. 223 .

2. Ibid, p. 268, 269.
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where X is a fun ction of x only, and Y is a function of
y only , We have as the soluti on the s1Lrnrnation of the
series,
V

k =oO

=S

k=O

(ekYc os kx + Bk sin kx) +
e-kY( Mkcos kx + Nk sin kx)) .

In polar coordinat es the solution of a two variable
equati on is of the f orm,
V

k-oO

= S-(rk(Akcos
k =O

ke

+ Bk

sink&) +

r-k( Mkcos k s~ Nks in ke ) . 1
The equation i n three variables is

Th is e qu ation occurs in t he flo w of heat , and many other
pro bl ems in physic s . The general soluti on in cyl indrical
coordinates is,
V

=

m=oO
S (ekz( Amcos ms~ B_ms in me ) +

m=O

e-k z (cmcos me t Dm_s in mQ)) Jm(kr).
The solution for pol a r coordinates is obtained by the
use of Legendre' s equation 'a nd is,
V -

m=oO
S (Am~ +

m=o

Bm/~- 1 )Pm(cos

e).

This series solution is used in the solving of problems
in potential. 2
1. Woods, Advanc ed Calculus, p . 301, 302 .
2. Ibid. p . 306, 307-"- , 308.
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Conclusion
The problem of asymptotic series approximation is
to find a close approximation of the function under
consideration in terms of a finite sum. This sum is to
represent the function over a finite interval and to
be a close approximation to the function. The asymp totic series solution of problems is u s ually set up in
the general form,. and special solutions are derived.
The development of the asymptotic series was the
result of the need for me thods of close approximation
to a fi n ite function that could not be represented by
a convergent series. Its development was slow in comparison with certain other branche s of mathematics
because it made use of the divergent series a s a method
of solution. The mathematicians before the nineteenth
century thought divergent s eries c euld not be used in
the mathematical solution of a prob~em . This idea of
expressing an approximation only by a convergent s eries
made it impossible for certain problems to be solved .
Euler in his development of the theory of asymptotic series made u se of divergent s eri es and showed
that they gave a close approximation to t he function
being considered. The various writers in the nineteenth
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century who contributed to the development of asympt otic
series showed tha t in most instances t he divergent seri es
ga ve a better de gree of approx i mati on t han the c onvergent
se ries.
The a pplied field of mathematics, which has been
greatly enlarged by inventions in compa rative ly r e cent
years, wa s also a factor in the development of t he
asymptotic s eries. The fact that an asymptotic approximation may be derived is of i mportance in the applied
fields of mathematics as the finit e sum thus exp re ssed
is close enough for u s e in practical application.
In the future wi th our many new inventions and
t he enlargement of our f ield of appli ed mathema tics,
the re a r e many re a son s to be lieve that asymptotic
series will play a gr eater part in the deve lopment of
the mechanica l, physical and radio world. This deve lop me nt will neces s it ate a wider and mo re varied use of
asymptotic series.
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